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Opinion

A word to San Francisco’s
newly elected supervisors,
and the inaugural Hypocrite
Hill Awards
BY SUSAN DYER REYNOLDS

“‘Housing First’ isn’t dead yet, but it’ll be in an induced
coma for the foreseeable future — because neither permanent supportive housing nor an unenforceable free-for-all
is a real solution.”
— Newly elected District 6 Supervisor Matt Dorsey
on Twitter

Banks Repeta and Jaylin Webb star in Armageddon Time.

P
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Exalting the dozen best movies of 2022
BY MICHAEL SNYDER

I

n a year replete with horrors big and small, it’s fitting
that so many frighteningly creative horror movies were released
during the past dozen months. Not
that there’s room for all of those
“scare-tactic” releases on my bestof-2022 list, nor is there space for

Politics as Usual

quite a few other praiseworthy films
including any documentaries. And
this time out, I’m offering a Top 12 of
favorites, while offering a short take
on each selection. It’s a cinematic
bonanza!
‘ARMAGEDDON TIME’
While Stephen Spielberg turned to
his youth on the West Coast in the
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1950s and ’60s to depict his journey to Hollywood in the lightly fictionalized memoir The Fabelmans,
screenwriter-director James Gray
served up an even more moving and
universally relatable reflection of his
childhood as a Jewish kid growing
up in the New York suburbs during
the late ’70s and early ’80s. Armaged-
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rogressive politicians were freaking out in
their multimillion-dollar San Francisco homes at
the prospect of two moderate candidates changing the makeup on the Board of Supervisors. Of course,
in San Francisco politics, “moderates” are considered
far right wing by “progressives,” so far out there they
might as well be at Point Nemo.
For District 6, stalwart public servant Matt Dorsey was appointed by Mayor London Breed to fill the
term of newly elected assemblyman Matt Haney. Running against Haney’s handpicked replacement Honey
Mahogany, a former aide claiming she spent five years
as Haney’s chief of staff (Haney was only in office three
years, and she was never appointed chief of staff), Dorsey
won big. This said two things: San Francisco voters were
ready for a change, and Haney (who accomplished little
in District 6) got his promotion to Sacramento mainly

The de Young

Downtown’s up
and down
BY JOHN ZIPPERER

A

s someone who grew up in small cities, I’ve
always had a fascination with big cities, and particularly their downtowns. Tall buildings, lots of
people, the energy of hundreds of thousands of people
going about doing their thing all make central business
districts (CBDs) exciting places.
For the first year after moving to Chicago, I commuted
to the suburbs for my job. But then I got a job downtown,
right on North Michigan Avenue. I’d get off the bus almost
a mile north of my office building almost every day, enjoying the walk on one of the world’s great urban streets.
At lunch time I could step out the front doors and go in
any direction to find countless food opportunities. I was
downtown almost every Saturday for shopping or a movie
or just to wander around and take it all in. Even my church
was downtown.
You get the point. I like downtowns. But so do millions
of other people, and for many of the same reasons. They
are concentrations of economic opportunities, they bring
together people from all different backgrounds and neighborhoods, and they are perfect for producing cultural and
social events.
City governments also like downtowns, at least in part
because they are economic engines for the whole city.
POLITICS AS USUAL, continued on 2

IRMANDADE: The Shape of Water in Pindorama.
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‘Lhola Amira: Facing the Future’
FAMSF launches new contemporary
African art program
BY LYNETTE MAJER

T
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he Fine Arts Museums of
San Francisco has begun a new
program — the first of its kind
— to interpret the museum’s permanent collection of African art through

the lens of contemporary artists, who
represent the artistic and cultural
traditions of Africa, to explore the
evolving nature and meaning of
African art today.
The first of these featured artists
is South African-born Lhola Amria.

Her first solo U.S. exhibition at the
de Young in response to the museum’s permanent collection of ancestor sculptures addresses the wounds
of colonialism, and the healing of
those wounds through indigenous
African spiritual traditions and practices. In the spiritual portal philisa (a
sacred space that honors ancestors,
cleanses wounds, and fosters connection), Zinza Mphefumlo Wami,
a site-specific, mixed-media sound
installation, visitors are invited to
enter the space and “be at rest with
spirit.”
“IRMANDADE: The Shape of
Water in Pindorama,” a single-channel video projection, is Amira’s
response to the “woundedness” of
not only descendant generations of
enslaved peoples, but also of the
environment throughout the diaspora. The healing ceremonial
foot-washing depicted in the film
recognizes those diasporic connections. “To heal ourselves, is to heal
our ancestors, too,” says Amira.
“Lhola Amira: Facing the Future,”
Tue.–Sun. 9:30 a.m.–5:15 p.m. through
Dec. 3, $25, deYoung Museum, 50
Hagiwara Tea Garden Dr., 415-7503600, famsf.org
–L. Majer
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Downtown is more than just a dense area of offices and stores; it is a cultural center
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CBDs not only employ residents, but each
day they pull in commuter workers from
the suburbs; all those downtown workers
support a lot of local businesses of all sizes
and help pump millions of dollars into the
local economy in general and city tax coffers in particular.
But if you’ve been downtown in San
Francisco lately, you know things aren’t
exactly exciting there these days.
Wade Rose, president of Advance San
Francisco, said, “We’ve lost approximately 300,000 people per day [downtown]
less than what we were experiencing in
2019. That’s a lot of people. That’s a lot of
transactions which support middle income
jobs.” Rose told a Commonwealth Club
program on the future of the city’s downtown that the “ramifications of that population leaving San Francisco literally in a
month — 90 percent of all office workers
left in March 2020 — is huge.”
San Francisco Standard reporter Kevin
Truong said, “There were hopes this fall
would be a turning point where employees would come back and streets would
be filled as they once were. That hasn’t
happened. While things have certainly
improved from the near-apocalyptic emptiness of the early days of the pandemic,
today many buildings remain quiet on
most days, and human traffic on sidewalks
and streets is still limited.”
After a failed attempt to get people
enthused about getting back on BART or
Muni and returning to their downtown
offices, Mayor London Breed threw in
the towel. “Life as we knew it before the
pandemic is not going to go back,” Breed
told Bloomberg News. “This whole workfrom-home thing is here to stay.”
There are efforts underway to do everything from converting empty office space
into housing to adding art happenings and
other attempts to draw people out of their

homes. I suspect that’ll succeed to some
degree, but if you can be as productive
working from your home as you were
going downtown, plus you reclaim an hour
or two of total commuting time each day,
then why in the world would you want to
be downtown every single workday?
Big cities are not necessary for successful big companies. Germany rather
famously has many of its globe-beating
businesses based not in Berlin or Munich
but in small and mid-size cities. Bertelsmann is one of the world’s biggest media
conglomerates, but it’s headquartered in
the German town of Gütersloh, which has
fewer residents (100,000) than Bertelsmann has employees globally (145,000).
Or consider the Bavarian town of Herzogenaurach, which has a whopping 24,000
residents; it is also home to the multibillion dollar Puma and Adidas sporting
goods companies.
Back in the 1990s, a commercial real
estate expert predicted that most city
downtowns would shrink in the near
future, with only a handful of downtowns
across the country surviving and only if
they had 24-hour life to them. I thought
that was overstated then, and I think the
“downtowns are dead forever” pronouncements are overstated today. We’re not in
the “new normal”; we’re still in a time of
transition. Early in the pandemic, I heard
a real estate professor say that it took four
years for theater attendance to return to
normal after the 1917–20 flu pandemic.
But it did return.
In the short term, big city downtowns
are going to hurt, being seen as expensive infrastructure in newly decentralized communities. Midterm, they’ll seek to
speed up their recoveries by being creative,
trying to “reinvent” themselves. But long
term, downtowns will flourish because of
what they are and what no other place is.
Feedback: letters@marinatimes.com.
Author: john@marinatimes.com
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because his opponent, David Campos,
was so much worse.
Though he hasn’t been sworn in yet,
Dorsey has been a breath of fresh air,
unafraid to call out progressive policies
that have driven a once-great town into
the ground with unchecked homelessness, crime, and open-air drug bazaars.
I endorsed Dorsey, my only reservation
being all that experience in public service
comes with decades spent around slick
politicians and the infamous City Family.
Having worked with Dorsey as a journalist for a long time, I feel confident that he’s
genuine, competent, and independent.
After U.S. Magistrate Judge Donna Ryu
granted an emergency order prohibiting
San Francisco from clearing homeless
encampments because it “violates the
city’s own policies by failing to offer alternative shelter,” Dorsey said he disagreed
with the ruling, pointing to something
I’ve written about for years: “housing
first” is not a solution to the humanitarian
crisis happening on the streets, much of
which occurs in his district.
In District 4, incumbent supervisor
Gordon Mar knew he was in trouble and
spent much of his campaign pandering
further and further to the left. It was a
bed he made himself, standing with District Attorney Chesa Boudin and three
school board members — all unqualified,
unpopular, and there for the wrong reasons. The school board members were
recalled in February and Boudin was
recalled in June, leaving Mar vulnerable
to Joel Engardio, a pragmatic, respected
community leader. Engardio supported
the recalls and was particularly active in
removing the out-of-touch school board
members. It was the first time an elected
incumbent in San Francisco had been
defeated in more than 20 years, sending
both men into the history books (something those ousted school board members should have consulted rather than
renaming schools by flipping through
Wikipedia). I also endorsed Engardio,
and I have faith even as a political newbie
that he has enough experienced support (from Dorsey, District 2 Supervisor
Catherine Stefani, and District 8 Supervisor Rafael Mandelman) to make his
commonsense mark on city policy.
I feel pretty good about future legislation coming from a board with Dorsey and Engardio, and in the inimitable
words of RuPaul, “It’s time to work for
your political life, and don’t [expletive]
…” well, this is a family publication, so
let’s just say, “You won, now get to work!”
Otherwise, you may be nominated for
the 2023 Hypocrite Hill Awards — and
as you’ll see from the 2022 awards, it’s
not a list you want to be on.
HYPOCRITE HILL AWARDS 2022
There were many oxygen-deprived
public figures on San Francisco’s
ever-crowded Hypocrite Hill in 2022,
but as my editor John Zipperer would
say, “This a newspaper not a book,” so
I narrowed it down to those at the top.
Here are the nominees:
Honey Mahogany, Candidate for District 6 Supervisor. While lying on her
resume was bad, it didn’t compare to
the sheer hypocrisy of Mahogany saying she supported more funding for the
police. Like a lot of candidates this year,
she forgot that the Internet is forever.
Screenshots surfaced from August 2020,
in which Mahogany said she not only
supported defunding the police, she supported abolishing them altogether.
Gordon Mar, Incumbent Candidate
for District 4 Supervisor. It may seem
like Mar made a mad dash to the left, but
as Leighton Woodhouse reported in an
Oct. 24 newsletter, he has ties to a group
MARINATIMES.COM
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The Marina Times endorsed District 6 supervisor Matt Dorsey, and he won big.
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intimately linked “to his and his brothers’
careers for decades, which is bankrolled
by billionaires, is radically anti-police
and anti-meritocracy.” (Mar’s twin brother, Eric, is also a former supervisor.) The
hypocrisy for which Mar makes the list is
his last-minute attempt to distance himself from disgraced school board member Alison Collins, who used racial slurs
against Asian Americans while advocating for “lottery-based admissions” to
Lowell High School (which would lower
the number of enrolled Asian students).
Runner up: Hillary Ronen, Incumbent District 9 Supervisor. Shockingly,
Ronen ran unopposed for her last term
as District 9 supervisor. Hypocrite Hill
is practically named for her, and she
came close to wearing the crown. Penning legislation to stop owner buyouts
of tenants despite buying into a building
where a wealthy tech bro house flipper
bought out the previous tenants is pretty
bad, but not nearly as hypocritical as
telling San Francisco Standard reporter
Josh Koehn that she “did not want the
Mission to become another Tenderloin.”
What she fails to mention is her passionate belief that “children don’t belong in
cages,” a far-left euphemism for keeping
anyone “youngish” out of jail — evidently in Ronen’s world view, that includes
gang members and killers.
In an Aug. 2, 2019, email, Ronen’s
chief of staff, Carolyn Goossen, wrote to
her boss that efforts to help 21-year-old
Fernando “Nando” Madrigal move after
he was stabbed in his apartment building were hindered by the justice system.
“He was arrested for another case after
the stabbing,” Goossen said. “They were
treating him as a perpetrator, not a
victim, because he was gang involved.”
Goossen also mentioned there were no
vacancies and “federal financing laws
don’t allow people to jump waitlists.”
Four days prior at a July 30, 2019,
rally against gun violence, Madrigal
stood alongside Sha’ray Johnson, mother of 15-year-old Day’von Hann, who
was tragically gunned down at 24th and
Capp Streets on July 8. On Aug. 14,
federal authorities arrested Madrigal as
Hann’s killer. Madrigal, a member of
the Mission Norteños street gang, killed
Hann with an assault rifle he owned and
showed off on Instagram not long before
the shooting.
Either Ronen doesn’t read federal
indictments that occur in her district,
or she wasn’t dissuaded by this development, because two weeks after Madrigal’s arrest, on Aug. 28, Ronen sent a
letter to a judge on Madrigal’s behalf.
“Specifically, I am requesting that you
allow Fernando to be terminated early
from probation so he can focus on his
rehabilitation,” Ronen wrote on official
stationery. “Fernando has experienced
repeated gun violence and physical and
mental traumas and needs to relocate as
soon as possible. He has been making
strides to change his life and better his

community and has worked with my
office on legislative efforts related to
improving our juvenile justice system.”
She ended her official plea to the judge
with, “Please help Fernando receive the
services and support he needs . . . .” In
other words, remove that pesky probation so her gang-involved protégé could
jump the line for a new apartment.
King of Hypocrite Hill 2022: Dean
Preston, Incumbent District 5 Supervisor.
Preston is so disliked by the
average voter these days that the moderate political group GrowSF (which produced the best voter guide for the June
2022 election) plans to focus its efforts on
ousting the self-proclaimed Democratic
Socialist when he comes up for reelection
in 2024. Their website, dumpdean.org,
sponsored by the GrowSF Victory Fund,
doesn’t mince words: “GrowSF supports a
more livable, sustainable, and affordable
city. Dean Preston does not. Dean Preston votes against building more housing,
votes against businesses, and he doesn’t
care about crime that’s affecting our residents and our small business community.” I agree with that statement, but I’ll
take it a step further: There’s no bigger
hypocrite in San Francisco politics today
than Dean Preston.
Crime: Preston was an outspoken critic of recalling former District Attorney
Boudin, sticking by the soft-on-crime
former public defender to the bitter end.
Despite deadly synthetic opioids, particularly fentanyl, killing more than 1,500
people over the past three years (nearly
one quarter of them in the Tenderloin,
a district Preston now represents), Bou-

din didn’t achieve a single conviction
for fentanyl sales prior to his recall this
past June. While Preston didn’t make a
peep about that, he took to the national
airwaves with an appearance on MSNBC
to speak against the San Francisco Police
Department’s potential use of “killer
robots” in extreme situations. The tactic has been used once in the history of
American law enforcement, when Dallas
police deployed a robot with an attached
explosive device to kill a suspect in the
coordinated sniper attack that killed five
officers in 2016.
Housing: A report titled “Dean Preston’s Housing Graveyard” found that
since his election in December 2019,
the former “tenants’ rights attorney and
activist” opposed plans at the city and
state level that could have housed more
than 30,000 people.
In a Dec. 17, 2022, tweet, Preston
said, “For the 1000th time I don’t own
rental property. I’m not a landlord and
never have been one . . .” That’s not only
hypocritical, it’s also untrue — his wife,
Jenckyn Goosby, owns dozens of rental
units through family trusts, including
a building in the Marina near desirable
Chestnut Street and an apartment complex in Sutro Heights. They also own a
$3.5 million house in Monterey Heights.
So, while Preston may not technically be
a landlord, he’s married to one.
Lest you think these are the only real
estate assets of Preston and Goosby, guess
again — I found nine current and previously owned properties. Eight are in California, including their 2,246-square-foot
primary home in San Francisco’s posh
Alamo Square neighborhood, valued
at $2,772,800. The couple also recently unloaded two Mendocino properties
totaling 764 acres for over $1.8 million,
including a 567-acre nature preserve purchased by Juergen Fehr, co-founder of
Fehr & Peers — a firm with millions of
dollars in city contracts. The others are
in San Francisco; Mendocino County,
including Boonesville and Philo; and a
home in Long Island, New York with an
estimated value of $1,526,350. Preston,
it turns out, is more of a Champagne
socialist, and with that I crown him this
year’s King of Hypocrite Hill.
For additional Hypocrite Hill nominees visit
marinatimes.com.
Follow Susan and the Marina Times on Twitter:
@SusanDReynolds and @TheMarinaTimes.
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don Time is a coming-of-age story about
a sensitive kid affected by the bigotry and
classism that still dog American society
today.
‘THE BANSHEES OF INISHERIN’
Teaming up with filmmaker Martin
McDonagh again after having collaborated with him on the terrific 2008 crime
comedy In Bruges, Colin Farrell and Brendan Gleeson are in top form as two longtime friends who are among a handful
of residents on an island off the coast of
Ireland in 1923. Only Gleeson’s taciturn
fiddler has decided, with no prior warning or explanation, that he wants nothing
to do with Farrell’s guileless, garrulous
cow herder anymore. Shifting from the
ridiculous to the sublime to the shocking
across a starkly beautiful landscape, this is
a tragicomic masterpiece.

a pair of scam artists selling orphaned
or unwanted babies to desperate parents
who are incapable of having kids of their
own, finds Kore-eda delivering another
poignant winner.
‘CLOSE’
As gentle and vivid a portrait of adolescent friendship as one could imagine,
Close mimics cinéma vérité style as it
observes the lives of two 13-year-old Belgian boys whose devotion to one another
is tested by peer pressure and changing
interests when a new school year begins.
The shift in the kids’ rapport seems subtle
at first, only hinting at the heartbreak
ahead. With its painfully intimate point
of view and emotional impact, it’s no
wonder that it won the Grand Jury Prize
for director and co-screenwriter Lukas
Dhont at this past year’s Cannes Film Festival.

‘EVERYTHING EVERYWHERE ALL
AT ONCE’
Of all the recent comic-book-inspired
movies dealing with alternate dimensions and multiverses, the sharpest and
most innovative doesn’t have a superhero in sight — unless you want to count
Michelle Yeoh’s lead character in this wild
action-comedy. Yeoh plays Evelyn, a wife,
mother, and daughter trying to keep her
family’s struggling laundromat afloat in
the face of an IRS audit. When Evelyn’s
whole world seems to literally fracture,
she has to somehow save the day in a bold,
outrageous, and witty take on a familiar
sci-fi concept from the filmmaking team
of Daniel Kwan and Daniel Scheinert.

‘EMERGENCY’
A canny look at collegiate recreation,
cliques, and racism, Emergency tags
along with a pair of Black seniors who
are ready to hit a bunch of campus
spring-break parties — until they discover a drunken, half-conscious white
girl in the living room of the house they
share with their Hispanic buddy. The
friends have to somehow get the girl to
a safe place, but they disagree on where
and how. As orchestrated by director
Carey Williams, the resulting odyssey is
nerve-wracking, thought-provoking, and
often hilarious.

‘GLASS ONION: A KNIVES OUT
MYSTERY’
In addition to being a consistently
amusing romp and a dexterously plotted
puzzle to be unraveled, director Rian
Johnson’s follow-up to his ensemble
whodunit Knives Out brings back Daniel
Craig’s unflappable, Southern-fried gentleman detective Benoit Blanc who once
more comports himself with barely concealed glee. The sequel, set on a private
Grecian island where a murder mystery
party goes wrong, is actually a little funnier, more ingenious, and more cutting
than its predecessor. It blithely skewers the wealthy and the vapid — smug
tech billionaires, dim fashionistas and
influencers, corrupt politicians — while
reinventing the Agatha Christie mystery
paradigm for the 21st century.

‘BROKER’
Japanese director Hirokazu Kore-eda
has made a string of brilliant and sometimes tear-jerking movies about families,
lost and found, with particular attention
to the tenuous relationships between children and adults. Two of his prior efforts
— 2004’s Nobody Knows and 2018’s Shoplifters — are among the most shattering
on-screen experiences in memory. Set
in South Korea, Broker, a drama about

‘EMILY THE CRIMINAL’
Aubrey Plaza, best-known for her
comedic turns on TV and in films, showcases her serious acting skills in this crime
drama about a would-be professional artist in Los Angeles who’s deep in debt after
a series of bad breaks. Frustrated by her
low-level food-service job, she agrees to
be part of a lucrative swindle that involves
purchasing items with stolen credit cards.
What seems like easy money comes with
considerable risk in screenwriter-director
John Patton Ford’s smart, tension-filled
feature.

‘GUILLERMO DEL TORO’S
PINOCCHIO’
Masterful maestro of fantasy Guillermo
del Toro has helmed an impassioned, visually stunning stop-motion interpretation
of Carlo Collodi’s book about a woodcarver and the marionette he builds to
replace his late son. It remains the classic
tale of a puppet magically brought to life
and accompanied on his misadventures
by a plucky moralizing cricket, but del
Toro’s adaptation shifts the setting from
the 1800s to a village in Fascist-ruled Italy
during World War II, adding provocative

The Best of Books

What’s flying off the shelves

‘BARBARIAN’
The first feature film from writer-director Zach Cregger is a devilishly clever, original, and totally modern mix of
spooky horror and social satire. Barbarian finds a young woman coming to
Detroit for a job interview, arriving at a
B&B in a sketchy Detroit neighborhood,
and discovering that a man is already
booked there — or so he says. While that
situation gets more tenuous, a second
plot featuring another character eventually connects to the first part of this story,
bringing more genuine chills, bursts of
humor, and moments of gut-churning
violence.

textures and context to the otherwise
familiar narrative. There are a few decent
songs and some exceptional voice work
from a cast of renowned actors, further
enhancing the movie’s graceful, ornate,
fluid animation.
‘RRR’
One of the most truly joyful movies in
ages, RRR is a completely bonkers, threehour potpourri of martial arts gymnastics, mythologized history, bromance, and
extravagant Bollywood production numbers, direct from India. In simple terms,
it’s about a couple of Indian freedom fighters (based on real-life heroes) who are
battling oppressive British colonial rule
in 1920. In truth, it’s over the top in the
best possible way. If you like Jackie Chan’s
Hong Kong action movies and smile at
the sight of massive singing and dancing
ensembles that mix Busby Berkeley with
revolutionary fervor and Rama, Shiva, and
the other Hindu gods, RRR is for you.
‘TÁR’
With script and direction by Todd Field,
Tár is an unflinching portrait of a successful, lionized artist whose flaws are starting
to undermine her carefully built career.
Lydia Tár, portrayed in award-worthy
fashion by Cate Blanchett, is a pioneering,
world-renowned orchestra conductor and
music scholar on the verge of undertaking
a major project. Based in Berlin, she and
her wife, a respected classical violinist,
are raising a precocious daughter. All her
triumphs aside, her heedless arrogance
and unrestrained appetites could be her
undoing in this era of cancel culture. Tár
builds from slow burn to blisteringly hot,
fully immersing the viewer in Lydia’s life
and perspective, for better or worse.
For additional best films of 2022, visit
marinatimes.com.
Michael Snyder is a print and broadcast
journalist who covers pop culture on The
Mark Thompson Show, via YouTube, and
on Michael Snyder’s Culture Blast, via
GABNet.net, Roku, and iTunes. You can
follow Michael on Twitter: @cultureblaster.

The Marina Books Inc. best sellers of 2022
COMPILED BY CHRIS HSIANG

Here is a list of the most popular books sold last year at Books
Inc. in the Marina:
HARDCOVER FICTION
1. The Midnight Library:
A Novel, by Matt Haig
2. The Lincoln Highway:
A Novel, by Amor Towles
3. The Paris Apartment:
A Novel, by Lucy Foley
HARDCOVER NONFICTION
1. Atomic Habits: An Easy
& Proven Way to Build
Good Habits & Break Bad
Ones, by James Clear
2. Crying in H Mart: A
Memoir, by Michelle
Zauner
3. San Fransicko: Why
Progressives Ruin Cities,
by Michael Shellenberger
PAPERBACK FICTION
1. The Seven Husbands of
Evelyn Hugo: A Novel, by
Taylor Jenkins
2. Verity, by Colleen Hoover
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3. It Ends With Us: A Novel,

by Colleen Hoover

PAPERBACK NONFICTION
1. The Premonition: A
Pandemic Story, by Michael
Lewis
2. The Bomber Mafia: A
Dream, a Temptation, and
the Longest Night of the
Second World War, by
Malcom Gladwell
3. The Ten Equations That
Rule the World: And How
You Can Use Them Too, by
David Sumpter
NEW AND NOTABLE
RELEASES
Spare, by Prince Harry, the
Duke of Sussex
It was one of the most searing images of the 20th century:
two young boys, two princes,
walking behind their mother’s
coffin as the world watched in
sorrow — and horror. As Diana,
Princess of Wales, was laid to
rest, billions wondered what the
princes must be thinking and

feeling — and how their lives
would play out from that point
on. For the Duke of Sussex, this
is that story at last. With its
raw, unflinching honesty, Spare
is a landmark publication full
of insight, revelation, self-examination, and hard-won wisdom
about the eternal power of love
over grief.
Tomb of Sand, by Geetanjali
Shree, (translated by Daisy
Rockwell)
Opening with the phrase, “A
tale tells itself,” Shree channels a
story that indeed has a life and
will of its own. The gorgeous
writing is fluid and poetic, yet
it is also plain and arresting
with its direct second-person
narration. Rockwell’s translation
retains wit and rich flavor, with
many words that vividly reflect
Ma’s life. This novel, translated
from Hindi, won the International Booker Award. Readers of
international literature, awardlist titles, and literary fiction will
cherish Shree’s written intricacies of interior worlds as well as

her detailed settings that evoke
a strong sense of place.
Hell Bent, by Leigh Bardugo
In Ninth House, best-selling
young adult author Bardugo’s
much-cheered adult debut, Galaxy “Alex” Stern can see the dead,
which wins her a free ride to
Yale from benefactors concerned
to track the occult activities of
the university’s secret societies.

Here, she’s determined to rescue
her mentor from hell, even if
(heaven forfend!) it loses her a
place at Yale.
For additional best sellers and new
releases, visit marinatimes.com.
Chris Hsiang can help you find
your next book at Books Inc.,
2251 Chestnut St., 415-931-3633,
booksinc.net.
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Art World

Space as art

Sherwin Rio: ‘As Above So Below’ at the
David Ireland House
BY SHARON ANDERSON

S

an Francisco artist David Ireland’s home has become the site for
exhibitions exploring the space as art.
Sherman Rio’s exhibition “As Above So
Below”is the final in a series of artists invited to submit proposals for solo exhibitions
of new work created in response to David
Ireland’s historic home-turned-installation.
THE BAY AREA CONCEPTUAL ARTIST
MOVEMENT AND ENVIRONMENTAL
ART
The 500 Capp Street Foundation has
maintained Ireland’s home as an environmental artwork, social sculpture, and residence. The collection and archive consists
of more than 2,500 David Ireland art pieces,
including painting, sculptures, prints, and
ephemera of the artist’s work and performances, in addition to ephemera of the Bay
Area conceptual artist movement.
Sherwin Rio lived at the 500 Capp Street
home for 10 days to develop work for this
exhibition. In the spirit of artist-driven participation, Rio’s works provide inverse ways
of experiencing a house, ideas indebted to
the past, the unseen, and the underground.
Rio is an interdisciplinary artist addressing colonization, historical public amnesia,
and intergenerational storytelling through
a Filipinx-American lens. Keeping these
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influences in mind, his art makes visual
metaphors to promote his ideas.
SPACES, HISTORY, AND SYMBOLISM
Rio, inspired by Ireland’s affinity for
enclosure, developed an interest in the
basement space, a place Ireland called “The
Grotto.” The network of pipes and electrical
conduit, and their related ambient sounds,
are converted into a kind of music. Rio’s
sculptural sound installation transmits and
amplifies vibrational sounds within the
house. Creaking floorboards, movement of
doors, the thudding of feet upstairs turns
into a kind of kinetic sound sculpture
under Rio’s influence. “I see these items
—webs of ABS, PVC, unistrut, wood, and
conduit — as the veins that bring lifeblood
to the house, preserving its ability to function — a need that preceded Ireland and
continues into the future,” writes Rio.
RETHINKING THE PAST
In one work Rio opens up the floorboards revealing a hidden stairwell, and
extends it in plexiglass into the Solarium
room above. Like the basement, the dining
room also became a haunted symbol of the
unconscious, and the revealing of things
concealed. Ireland traveled extensively
during his lifetime and at one point led
safari trips in Africa. Problematic photographs, curiosities, and objects such as ani-

mal trophies from safari travels were placed
there by Rio, then the space was filled with
household fans. We find ourselves in a new
era with changed values, and the circulating air is a symbol of clearing, a cleansing
gesture symbolically rectifying the errors of
the past. Rio writes, “The work is a critical
look at the commodification of nature and
culture, dominance and violence as leisure, and a business that profited from and
upheld ideas born of settler-colonialism,
manifest destiny, and global capitalism.”
DREAMING MYTHS
In Should the Curve Contain Myth, Legend, Fable or Truth, a curved hallway wall
is covered in a 90 degree angled wooden frame, isolating the architecture like a
framed work of art. Similarly in A Gesture
of Remembrance Part 1 and 2, spotlights
point out an almost-forgotten message
scribbled on a concrete wall, and a pair
of worn shoes with missing laces, gently
placed on a shelf like treasure. The viewer
completes the narrative by imagining the
past these discarded signs of life represent.
Rio acknowledges the continuing nature
of this art project through our collective
imaginations in Connecting the Lines: Collaboration Is the Only Way Forward. A
wooden frame bisects a door to an adjoining room perpendicularly, suggesting the
geometry of a framed artwork but also a

Sherwin Rio's Connecting the Lines:
Collaboration Is the Only Way Forward.
PHOTO: NATASHA LOEWY

work in progress, a space still under construction which has yet to be populated by
our cooperative enterprise of ideas.
Rio has exhibited and performed as a
solo and collaborative artist throughout the
United States in venues such as de Young
Museum, Asian Art Museum, Carnegie
Museum of Art, and Carlsbad Museum
of Art. His many awards include a 2019
Graduate Fellowship at Headlands Center
for the Arts in Sausalito, Calif.
Sherman Rio | “As Above So Below”:
Guided tours Friday 2 p.m. and 4 p.m.
(reservations requested), self-guided tours
Saturday noon–5 p.m. through Feb. 25, free,
David Ireland House, 500 Capp Street (at
20th), 415-872-9240, 500cappstreet.org
Sharon Anderson is an artist and writer in
Southern California. She can be reached at
mindtheimage.com
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Family
Mom Sense

Setting the rules

Tech tips for the new year
BY LIZ FARRELL

T

he start of a new year is a
great time to check in on your
family’s media rules and reset or
readjust if needed — especially if Santa
left a few new devices under the tree.
New devices are exciting and can bring
a newfound sense of independence but
also a lot of responsibility, so we need
to make sure our children are set up
for success and capable of handling that
independence and responsibility. We can
do this by establishing some parameters
and not just for them but with them. So,
whether they received a cell phone, gaming console or an iPad, here are some tech
tips to kick off the new year:

ROAD MAP
In the same way that we wouldn’t give
our child an instrument and tell them
to play or keys to a car and tell them to
drive, we also shouldn’t give our children
a device without some instructions. These
all-powerful, super expensive devices
need a road map from us as the parents
about what they can do, for how long,
and appropriate behavior as it relates to
how they use the device. This is easy to
do either before or right after they get
the device. It is much harder to reign in
behavior than it is to establish limits or
boundaries ahead of time.
In our house, after much debate we
finally relented and bought our 10-year-
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old an Xbox gaming console. Before the
box was even opened we had a conversation with him to set up some guidelines.
First, we asked him to come up with some
guidelines he thought were fair and then
we shared ours and came to an agreement
that included such things as no gaming
during the week, no gaming unless there
has been outside time or physical activity,
and no connecting with strangers while
playing.
FAMILY BUY-IN
In so many families, ours included,
most of the conflict or push-back these
days is around screen time. Everyone
always wants a little more. I don’t have a
magic formula to make this completely
disappear, but I do know a sure way to
reduce the tension is to have regular
family meetings. This can be a great
time to work together to come up with
some rules that everyone can agree on.
Common Sense Media has a family contract on their website, which is a perfect
place to start. You can tailor it so the
agreement is realistic and makes sense
for your family. Once everyone agrees,
you can all sign and agree to abide by it
and then place it in a visible place as a
reminder to everyone. No matter what
the age of your children, if they feel they
have a voice and are a part of the process
there is a lot more buy-in. Of course,
there will be some expectations that are
nonnegotiable.

The device fun comes after the device rules have been agreed.

SAFETY FIRST
It is almost impossible to find a device
that doesn’t connect to the Internet or have
some kind of chat or message function.
Therefore, it is of the utmost importance
that before using the technology, children
understand what it means to be safe online.
This includes both their physical and emotional safety. These conversations can happen from a very young age in an age-appropriate way and revolve around parental
controls, privacy settings, and blocking
content. As your children get older and
their access increases, the conversations
will shift. In terms of physical safety, your
children should know not to share passwords with anyone besides parents, not
to share pictures or personal information
with strangers, and to turn off geo locators
on any apps they use. Emotional safety is a
bit different but equally as important. All
children should know and feel comfortable
coming to a parent, teacher, or other close

BY DRAGANA991

adult if they see something online that
doesn’t feel right.
Most of us didn’t grow up with all this
technology; however, as parents we need
to try to understand what an integral role
it plays today in our children’s lives. The
best gift we can give them is our involvement and awareness of their digital world.
This doesn’t mean just setting the rules
and guidelines but actually engaging in
their world. Ask your child to teach you
how to play their favorite video game or
make a TikTok with your teen. These tips
all take time and effort but trust me, it will
make for a more peaceful home in the new
year.
Liz Farrell is the mother of three children and
the founder of TechTalks, a consulting group
to help schools and families have productive
conversations around social media and technology. Email: liz@marinatimes.com
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Real Estate
The Observer

What’s next

CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
CITY AND COUNTY OF SAN FRANCISCO
Community Outreach Public Notice
Community Outreach Public Notice
Department Announcements
Child Support Services
Child support matters can be complicated, stressful, and confusing. The Department
of Child Support Services helps parents understand the process so they know their
rights and options for making and receiving support payments. The Department of Child
Support Services are available to assist you in person or by phone. Call today at (866)
901-3212 or visit online at www.sfgov.org/dcss to learn how we can help you. Schedule
an appointment to open your case at https://sfgov.org/dcss/opening-case.

The city is expensive, but easy to love.

BY GAREY DE MARTINI

San Francisco’s real estate
forecast for 2023
BY GAREY DE MARTINI

L

ast January we predicted a relatively hot real estate market for San
Francisco, with prices continuing to
climb during the year ahead — though
we noted at the time some early signs of a
softening market.
At first, the market was indeed red hot.
But by late spring and early summer things
really began to change. The condominium market continued to cool, and even
demand for single-family homes seemed
to soften. Prices didn’t really drop much
as sellers were reluctant to approve reductions. As a result, the number of homes
that went unsold began to climb.
Economic headwinds finally caught up
with San Francisco. The Federal Reserve
began to raise interest rates in an effort to
tame inflation. And for the first time in
their relatively short existence, some big
tech companies faltered. Their stock values
plummeted. Layoffs ensued.
By the end of 2022, the local real estate
market had changed dramatically. What
had been a solid sellers' market for years
had transitioned into a quasi-buyers' market —“quasi” because home prices were
still too high for most, so you couldn’t
really call it a full-fledged buyers' market.
So what’s ahead for 2023? No one knows
for sure, but experts seem to suggest we’re
in for a bumpy ride.
BUCKLE UP
Ted Andersen, with the San Francisco
Business Times, wrote that because sellers
today have equity in their homes and
mortgages from the past few years with
historically low interest rates, they are
in no hurry to sell their homes. Instead,
they can wait until the market improves
for sellers, or rent their homes to others
for a positive cash flow.
This of course could play havoc with
the number of homes brought to market.
It’s no wonder that Realtor.com projects
fewer sales for the Bay Area. The organization just issued a report that says the
San Francisco-Oakland-Hayward metro
area is projected to see a 13.3 percent
decline in home sales next year, coupled
with a 3.3 percent increase in home prices. Yes, the organization is saying that
even in the context of lower demand,
prices will still go up.
In fact, according to the Realtor.com
report, amid higher mortgage rates and
inflation-squeezed budgets, homebuyers
across the country looking for affordability in 2023 will find that prices aren’t coming down significantly. Instead, they say
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the housing market will begin a gradual
adjustment that could last through 2025.
Jonathan Lansner, a columnist for the
Southern California News Group, said the
Fed isn’t helping. In its effort to restore
price stability, the Fed raised rates seven
times in 2022.
According to Lansner, pricier financing
not only makes homebuying harder, it
also weakens the broader economy. And
a skittish job market is also a drag on
housing. He argues that unless the central
bank caves on its plans to use high rates
to fight inflation, homebuying will remain
icy cold.
The chances of the Fed rolling back
interest rates anytime soon are pretty
remote. Citing a Fed document published
in mid-December, CNBC reported that
the Fed will instead hike interest rates to
as high as 5.1 percent in 2023 before the
central bank ends its fight against runaway
inflation.
CNBC added that the Fed projected that
rates would then likely fall to 4.1 percent
in 2024, a higher level than previously
indicated.
LOOK DOWNTOWN
Still, if you’re a buyer looking for price
reductions in San Francisco, your best bet
is in the downtown area. According to the
Business Times, the downtown condo market has seen larger price reductions than
any other market segment in the Bay Area.
There has been a year-over-year decline
of 16 percent in the median sales price
for condos in the neighborhood. That is
double the figure for other parts of the city,
where the median price of condos dropped
7 percent in the last year.
Prices for these condominiums are often
at 2017 levels, and that is just remarkable
when you consider how much in demand
these places were just prior to the pandemic. Of course, San Francisco’s economic
landscape is much changed since then —
office buildings that were once bursting
at the seams with commercial tenants are
now empty.
Nevertheless, when it comes to these condos, the spectacular views haven’t changed,
the upscale amenities are still there, and
many of the city’s most appealing attractions remain within close walking distance.
If we learned anything in 2022, and even
in prior years, it’s difficult to predict the
future. But if you love where you live, then
you’re ready for whatever comes your way.
Fortunately, San Francisco, while expensive, is no doubt easy to love.

Potrero View
Department of Public Health
Families Grow Healthy with WIC! Potrero View
English
San Francisco Department of Public Health (SFDPH) Women, Infants, and Children
(WIC) Nutrition Program provides healthyEnglish
foods,
nutrition tips, breastfeeding support,
5"x7.75"
health care referrals and community information.
5"x7.75"You may qualify if you:
• Are pregnant, breastfeeding, just had a baby; or
• Had a recent pregnancy loss; or
• Have a child or care for a child under age 5; and
• Have low-to-medium income; or
• Receive Medi-Cal, CalWORKS (TANF), or CalFresh (SNAP) benefits; and
• Live in California
To learn about California WIC Program, visit www.MyFamily.WIC.ca.gov or call 1-888942-9675
To enroll in SFDPH WIC Program visit, www.sfdph.org/wic to start your application or
call 628-217-6890 to make an appointment.
Newly pregnant individuals, working families, including military and migrant families are
encouraged to apply! WIC welcomes dads, grandparents, foster parents, or guardians
who care for eligible children.
This institution is an equal opportunity employer.
Current or Upcoming Board or Commission Vacancies:
The Assessment Appeals Board (AAB)
The AAB resolves legal and value assessment issues between the Assessor’s office
and property owners. Board vacancies are as follows: Board 1 – one; Board 2 - four;
and Board 3 – five.
Hearings are quasi-judicial, conducted in a manner similar to a court setting, with
evidence and testimony presented by the parties. The Board then evaluates the
evidence and testimony and renders its decision.
To be eligible for seat appointment, you must have a minimum of five years professional
experience in California as either a: (1) public accountant; (2) real estate broker; (3)
attorney; or (4) property appraiser accredited by a nationally recognized organization,
or certified by either the Office of Real Estate Appraiser or the State Board of
Equalization.
For a full list of current or upcoming Boards, Commission s and Task Forces, please
visit https://sfbos.org/vacancy-boards-commissions-task-forces.
The City and County of San Francisco encourages public
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The ultimate home
field advantage.

Virtual visits or in-person visits
at Town and Country Pediatrics
genpeds.stanfordchildrens.org

Feedback: letters@marinatimes.com
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YOU PAY

ZERO

UNLESS WE WIN

OVER

20 Years

$500

H E L P I N G C L I E N TS

A Track Record of

MILLION
R E CO V E R E D

We are nationally recognized
by some of the industry’s most
prestigious associations.

Excellence

LET OUR AWARD WINNING
ATTORNEYS FIGHT FOR YOU.

CALL NOW FOR A 100% FREE CONSULTATION

800-500-5200

24/7 Access

To Your Lawyer

We know you're going through a difficult time.
Our clients can call, text, or email us anytime.
We’re here for you. When you work with our offices, you can email,
text, or call us 24/7. Our firm prides itself on being available to our
clients when they need us, regardless if it’s after hours or the weekend.

100% Free Consultation
YO U R AT TO R N E Y

We always provide free
confidential consultations.

No Fee Unless We Win
You don’t pay us a dime
unless we recover for you.

HELPING CLIENTS AND THEIR FAMILIES WITH: Auto Accidents • Truck Accidents • UBER -LYFT
Motorcycle Injury • Slip & Fall • Elder Abuse • Personal Injury • Wrongful Death • Pedestrian Injury

